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Abstract
The objective of this project is to design and manufacture a bed that provides increased safety
and convenience to patients needing physical assistance and their caregivers, specifically
catering to special needs patients. The bed is designed to have variable height between 0” and
30” from the bottom of the mattress to the ground, allowing the patient to get into bed with
minimal physical assistance from the caregiver. The design process for this product was
organized in three subsystems: lifting mechanism, escape prevention, and frame. The lifting
mechanism is designed to accommodate the bed’s variable height, as well as support the weight
of the mattress and patient up to 800 lb. The escape prevention system prevents the patient from
escaping or accidentally falling out of bed. Finally, the frame provides structural support for the
entire system, and is the framework for the other subsystems. This report discusses the
planning, design, analysis, and manufacturing of the bed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background/Motivation
The inspiration for this project is rooted in the team’s desire to help the community of people
with disabilities. The group wanted to develop a product which improves the lives of people
who are physically or mentally disabled, and the need for an assisting bed was communicated to
the group, through interviews. The text of said interviews can be found in Appendix G.
A common difficulty caregivers (of special needs children and elderly people) encounter is the
task of getting a patient to and from their bed. This task can be labor-intensive when helping
anyone over the age of three, if the bed is not at the perfect height for that patient. Additionally,
there are patients whose caregivers may worry that they will fall out of bed during the night.
This is sometimes remedied by placing a removable guard rail on the side of the patient’s bed.
In most cases, this solution can suffice. In some cases, however, a more robust version of this is
needed -- something more closely resembling the guard rails on a crib. A solution to both of
these problems, which would minimize physical labor and maximize safety, is a bed which can
elevate to a customized height and have removable guardrails, large enough in protective area to
prevent a fall.
The problem which we aimed to solve is getting a patient with special needs to and from bed.
The specific family we designed this bed for is the Roundtree family, located in Seattle,
Washington. Their son, Alex, is 20 years old, and has Down Syndrome and Autism. Because of
these two conditions, Alex requires help walking, is fed through a feeding tube, is still in
diapers, and is nonverbal. Joe, Alex’s father, is the primary caregiver. Alex’s mother, Linda,
also helps take care of Alex when additional help is needed, or when Joe needs relief. Joe lifts
Alex in and out of bed and on and off of his changing table several times a day, which has
resulted in several back injuries. A bed which can lower to the ground, for Alex to crawl in
unassisted, then have railings slide along the length of the bed similar to a crib, then rise up to a
standard bed-height would relieve Joe of lifting Alex into bed. A bed which can rise up to the
height of a changing table, after Alex has crawled in at the lowest position, would relieve Joe of
lifting Alex on and off of his changing table several times a day. Railings which slide along the
side of the bed would eliminate the potential for Alex to escape bed unsupervised or fall out of
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bed and injure himself. These features were the basis of our design, with the goal of minimizing
injury risks for Joe, and maximizing safety for Alex.

1.2 Review of field
There are currently a variety of products available worldwide which meet some of our needs. Of
these products, there are five main manufacturers -- KayserBetten, SleepSafe, Pedicraft, Dream
on Me, and Medifab. While these suppliers manufacture safe and useful products, they come at
an extremely high price, typically ranging from $4,500 to $12,000. This prevents an “average
American family” from being able to afford the product. Another prominent issue we aim to fix
is the lack of versatility of the products we have found. The majority of these products are
aimed to help a parent with an infant or toddler-aged child. A product which can help anyone
from a toddler to an elderly patient would be ideal. Below are details regarding some of the
most popular safety beds currently on the market.
Table 1. Safety Bed Comparison

With this product, as is true with any new product design, there are some laws which must be
considered. The original design goal was to build railings for the bed, which would retract/slide
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downward, and be hidden underneath the bed. As research for this product started, it was
discovered that railings on cribs which retract downward are illegal in the United States.

1.3 Statement of Project Objectives
Based on the customer needs identified earlier, our team has derived a list of specifications our
final design has. These specifications are as follows.
1.3.1 Weight Capacity
The weight limit of the bed was decided to be 200 pounds, since Alex is only 90 pounds. A
lifting factor of safety of 2.2 is more than enough to ensure safe operation, even outside of ideal
conditions. Since the design changed from a twin mattress to a double mattress, this means that
the bed frame itself will need to support more weight from the added material, but the bed is
still be able to lift at least 200 pounds.
1.3.2 Time to Fully Raise or Lower Mattress
This is a specification that changed significantly as a result of our acquired parts. Originally, the
planned time to lift the mattress was under 15 seconds. However, the actuators purchased have
an average speed of around 0.3 inches per second. For a 30” stroke, this yields a lifting time of
100 seconds, or 1.67 minutes. To test this value, our team measured the time it takes for an
actuator to fully extend and retract with a stopwatch.
1.3.3 Height Range
This value has changed several times during the course of this project. Originally, the design
was planned so that the bottom of the mattress would have between 6 and 42 inches of
clearance from the ground. As we found new actuators and changed our design, we settled on a
bottom-mattress height of between 0 and 30 inches, which will make it easier for Alex to crawl
into the bed and is still an optimal height to use as a changing table. To evaluate this
measurement, our team used a tape measure to determine the distance between the ground and
the bottom of the mattress frame at its minimum and maximum height.
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1.3.4 Full System Dimensions
Our original dimensions were 66”x50”x87” (LxWxH), and our final dimensions are
59”x84”x84” to accommodate the larger mattress. In actuality, the dimensions will be slightly
larger than this to account for the bolt heads that protrude from the frame. To measure the
dimensions, we measured the largest dimension in each of the x, y, and z directions using a tape
measure.
1.3.5 Full System Weight
Again, this is a system metric that changed with our design. Our team originally wanted a bed
that would have a weight of 150 pounds or less. As we refined our design and materials, and
switched to a double mattress, we quickly realized that 150 pounds was not a realistic weight
for this bed if it was going to have a frame made out of aluminum. By using SolidWorks and
assigning different materials to different parts, we found a probable finished weight of around
350-375 pounds, not including the mattress. To verify this prediction, parts of the bed were
weighed prior to being added to the assembly, because the bed was too large to fit on one scale.
The bed was determined to weigh 253 pounds.
1.3.6 Full System Cost
The cost of the finished bed changed significantly from the beginning to the end of the design
process. The original goal was for material costs for the bed to be under $1000. However, our
design changed from using wood as a base material to using aluminum, which increased the
price significantly. Additionally, the linear actuators required for this project were more
expensive than anticipated. For the finished design, the materials costed approximately $1520.
1.3.7 Deflection Under Load
The deflection of the bed frame under load is a specification which was calculated for the
design of this project. One such calculation was for a 200-pound load suspended from the center
of the horizontal beam at the top of the frame. For our design, a bar thickness was chosen that
would keep the vertical deflection under 1”: the specific bar we chose should yield a central
deflection of 0.370”. In order to verify this, our team used clams to secure both ends of the bar
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to a table. A depth gauge was then attached to the center of the bar, and a 200-pound weight
was hung from that bar. The resulting deflection was 0.346”, less than the predicted amount.
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Chapter 2: Systems-Level
2.1 Customer Needs, System Level Requirements
The target demographic for this product is primarily individuals with special needs or the
elderly but can be realistically marketed towards anybody with a physical ailment or disability.
Roughly 15 percent of Americans, or 30.6 million people, have great difficulty walking or
climbing stairs [1], so this technology can be applicable to a much larger crowd than just
individuals with special needs or the elderly; anyone with a physical limitation or ailment could
potentially benefit as a result of this product. According to the United States Census Bureau, 19
percent of the United States population suffers from some sort of disability, and half of that is
labeled as severe. If we only take into account the severe cases, this leaves us with around 28
million people who would potentially benefit from this technology alone. Along with this,
approximately 6.5 million people in the United States have an intellectual disability, and an
unknown number of these people may also benefit from this product. Worldwide, roughly 1-3
percent of all people, or roughly 200 million, have an intellectual disability, meaning that there
is a potential global market for this product of dozens of millions of units [2].
In order to identify the needs of these different groups of customers, interviews were conducted
with people who have experience in any of these categories. These 12 interviews have been
lined up from 6 different categories. Our goal with these different categories was to gain insight
on our topic (helping someone in and out of bed) from as many angles as possible. The
viewpoints examined include:
● Parent of a child with mental and physical disabilities
● Sibling of a child with mental and physical disabilities
● Occupational Therapist
● Caregivers of adolescents with mental and physical disabilities
● Caregivers of elderly patients with limited physical mobility
● Hospital nurses/staff responsible for helping a diverse set of patients on a daily
basis
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Interviews were completed in person, over the phone, or via technology (email, etc.) depending
on what produced the fastest response from each person. The dialogue of these interviews can
be found in Appendix G.
From the interviews conducted, it became apparent that there can be much improvement in the
current market for beds. The ones that take priority are implement some sort of adjusting
mechanism for the mattress itself. This will allow there to be more comfortable positions, as
well as ensure that there is an alternative position available in case of injuries. It is also
important to have some sort of protection within the safety rails so that there is little room to be
injured. For this reason, padding around the bed was added to the design, to ensure the person
inside suffers little to no head injuries if there were to be harsh movements, while also
protecting the bed from being damaged.
The safety of the caregiver is also crucial, as the duty of caring for others doesn’t allow for
many, if any, breaks. A back injury can go untreated as there is no chance to rest, making the
severity grow worse as time goes on. A raising mechanism is therefore essential to help ease
this struggle, allowing for a chance of recovery in the future. The raising mechanism also allows
for older patients who want some independence, to be able to get into bed without the help of
others. The person is able to lay in bed from a comfortable height and position before raising it
to the desirable height.
Lastly, and specifically for our case of a special needs child, an anti-escape mechanism that
doesn’t resemble a cage is important. While other options exist that could ensure there is no
escaping whatsoever, they can seem inhumane because of their cage-like appearance, making it
difficult for loved ones to choose that type of design regardless of how beneficial it could be for
their particular situation. There are other important aspects not mentioned here, however the
ones mentioned above seem to be the most important, in order to truly improve the current
products out there. Most beds in the market right now are able to accomplish some of our needs,
but none seem to have enough implemented to be worth the large price. Our goal was to be able
to construct this “perfect” design so that it can be a viable option for people everywhere.
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Based on the interviews, the most important feature for consumers was found to be the
adjustable height of the bed. This provides easy access in and out of the bed for all patients,
regardless of size. This feature also prevents injury to the person assisting the patient into bed,
and possibly even the patient themselves. The next most important feature according to our
interviewees is retractable railings. It is important that the railings are made out of a sturdy
material to avoid breaking. Additionally, they must offer a retractable function in order to
provide easy access to the bed. After the retractable railings, a majority of the consumers
emphasized having padded interior of the bed to prevent injury to the patient when he or she is
in bed. This can include padded railings, as well as padding on the headboard and footboard.
This was not previously among the highest considered features for the project, but was
emphasized by interviewees, and was therefore added to the design.
Some performance characteristics we incorporated into our design consideration are maximum
weight limit, overall dimensions, time taken to fully raise or lower mattress, power required to
raise mattress, mattress adjustment angle, strength of railings and frame, and thickness of
padding. These specifications will provide quantitative data that we can compare to other
similar products on the market and will ensure that our final product will fully satisfy the
problem statement.
In order to ensure all the customer needs are accounted for, we prioritized a varying bed height,
retractable escape prevention, and a padded interior. Seeing as there is no bed in the market with
all these components at a relatively inexpensive price, we hope our product is able to fill a hole
in the market. As mentioned before, there are several products that have one or two of the
components asked for, but none seems to incorporate them all. The only product that came close
was the Ida Safety Bed by KayserBetten, shown in Figure 1, but it costs over $7,000 and is
quite heavy, making it hard to transport. This price makes it difficult for most families to afford,
especially considering how much extra money must be spent on other related needs, as well as
how much attention needs to be put into the care of the patient. There are few well-paying jobs
that could fit the time and location needs of a family having to care for someone with Alex’s
diagnosis. Ensuring the bed is relatively easy to transport is something our design considers.
Because many families have renovations, or need to relocate, the weight of the bed and its
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components should not be a huge burden. Our product will hopefully solve all their issues by
incorporating all that is lacking, as well as saving them the money they will surely need for
other care related issues.

2.2 Sketch and User Scenario

Figure 1. 3D Model of Assembled Bed

This bed would be used by a caretaker of someone with physical disabilities to assist them in
getting into bed. In order to use the bed, the mattress would first have to be lowered to the
ground if it were not already. Next, the zippered mesh on the front would be opened and pulled
back, and the caretaker would help their patient into bed. Once the patient is situated, the mesh
can be pulled closed and fastened, and the bed is lifted to the desired height using the actuator
control on the side of the bed frame. In order to help the patient out of bed, the same steps are
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applied in reverse: the bed is lowered, the mesh opened, and the patient is helped out of bed.
Helping a patient into or out of bed would likely take slightly less than two minutes, most of
that time being the lifting/lowering of the mattress.

2.3 Functional Analysis
2.3.1 Functional Decomposition
The primary function of this design is to provide a safer and more convenient bed solution for
special needs patients and caregivers. For patient safety, the escape prevention subsystem
incorporates protective side paneling to prevent instances of falling out of bed accidentally.
Unlike most other beds, this product offers electronically adjustable mattress height due to its
lifting subsystem. In addition to supporting the weights of both the frame and the patient, this
system can vary the bottom-mattress height from 0 inches to 30 inches. For caregiver safety, the
lifting subsystem is designed to minimize or even eliminate the physical work required by
assisting patients into bed, decreasing and possibly preventing long term injuries that commonly
result from repeated heavy lifting, such as back pain. Finally, the frame provides a lightweight
and rigid support structure to support the mattress and keep the product anchored, as well as
acting as the main interface point between the lifting and escape prevention subsystems.
2.3.2 Inputs and Outputs
The most significant input to the bed is the weight of the mattress and patient acting on the
frame while the bed is being used. As the patient will be lying down while in the bed, the
weight is assumed to be distributed relatively uniformly along the length of the frame. In cases
in which the patient is applying most or all of his weight in one location, the frame is still strong
enough to provide support for the patient and mattress. Care was taken during the design
process to eliminate potential failure points along the exterior frame, ensuring the integrity of
the frame even if the patient applied his weight to a supporting member, such as hanging from
one of the top frame bars.
This weight is also felt by the lifting subsystem as it provides support for the inner frame and
mattress. In order to support this weight, the linear actuators that compose the lifting subsystem
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combine to provide up to 1600 lb. of support, more than enough for the design of our frame and
expected patient weight. In addition to being able to support 1600 lb., the actuator system can
increase the height of the system under a load of up to 800 lb., which is again within our
expected total weight.

2.4 Benchmarking Results and Market Survey
2.4.1 Core Technologies
There are many special needs beds available for purchase today, all of which utilize some aspect
which we implemented into our design. The main features are an elevating mattress, retracting
guard rails, and escape prevention mechanism. Each of these features can be found in existing
products, but no product currently offers all three features. We believe the current products
offered are also out of a reasonable price range for a typical middle-class family to afford and
wish to lower the cost as much as possible. A product which can utilize all three features at a
reasonable price could change the life of a caregiver by decreasing potential for back injuries,
increasing ease of a common task, and maximizing safety for the user of the bed.
2.4.2 Products Currently on the Market
As previously mentioned, there are a variety of products available worldwide which meet some
of our needs. Of these products, there are five main manufacturers -- KayserBetten, SleepSafe,
Pedicraft, Dream on Me, and Medifab. While these suppliers manufacture safe and useful
products, they come at an extremely high price, typically ranging from $4,500 to $12,000. This
prevents an “average American family” from being able to afford the product. Another
prominent issue we aim to fix is the lack of versatility of the products we have found. These
products are aimed to help a parent with an infant to toddler-aged child. A product which can
help anyone from a toddler to an elderly patient is ideal. Below you will find details regarding
some of the most popular safety beds.
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Figure 2. Ida IV Fixed Height Safety Bed with Articulating Mattress by KayserBetten [12]
(Reproduced without permission)

The Ida IV has a few design concepts we hope to implement. Aside from being very sturdy, it
has little to no gaps between the mattress and sides of the bed. This ensures that there is little
risk in becoming entrapped as well as makes full use of the space available. The position of the
mattress as well as the bending of it is also beneficial as it allows caregivers to be at a
comfortable height with the patient, not having to bend down. Another noteworthy feature is the
adjustable-position mattress, which is incredibly helpful when injuries occur, or as we age and
start to lose our strength.

Figure 3. Ida Safety Bed with Fully Electric Height and Positional Adjustment by KayserBetten
[13] (Reproduced without permission)
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Unlike the previous design, the Ida IV has an electric system which moves the bed up and
down. This is one of our core features implemented because of our focus on ensuring a
caregiver’s frequent task is simplified.

Figure 4. Professional Tall Safety Bed by SleepSafe [14] (Reproduced without permission)

Similar to the first designs, the safety bed by SleepSafe has no gaps between the mattress and
rails, as well as adjustable head and foot positioning. The safety rails shown, however, retract
downward rather than to the side. Downward retracting guard rails on a crib are now illegal in
the United States, which would make this product very difficult to implement in someone’s
home. That being said, we do realize space in someone’s home is valuable, and aimed to
minimize the space our design requires when opening and closing the bed.
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Figure 5. Electric Wonder Crib by Dream on Me [15] (Reproduced without permission)

Unlike the previous designs, the Electric Wonder crib focuses only on children. While this is the
case, the electric component was of importance for our team. Use only requires the pressing of
two buttons, making it easily useable by most people. The different railing design is also
something to look into. Unlike the previous options, the railings do not move with the bed
whatsoever, instead having the height be dependent on the height of the mattress itself. This
design is great, when working solely with young children. When considering a bed which can
help immobile adults, however, it is not feasible to make a product which prevents them from
being able to sit down on the bed without climbing above some guard rails.

Figure 6. Safe Surround Plus by Medifab [16] (Reproduced without permission)
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The final design we looked into is one which implements and adjustable-position mattress
without electronic components. The safe surround plus by Medifab has a design which is
similar to a stretcher, used in hospitals. In order for the mattress to go down, it would be
manually lowered. This same process is used to adjust the position of the mattress to allow for
more comfort of the patient. However, unlike the previous designs, this safety bed is surrounded
by railings and only entered through a door like opening. This is a design worth considering, as
it ensures that the patient will not accidentally roll out of bed.
2.4.3 Building Upon Current Products
The products discussed demonstrate features the Med Bed needed to be present in its final
design. Some of the products are too small to fit our mission statement, however, as we wanted
to create a crib-like bed that is large enough to comfortably fit an adult. As such, we used some
of these features, but on a larger scale, to work with our specification of a full-size mattress.
Based on the above products, we expect our final design to be as good or better than the
competitors in terms of reliability, safety, strength, comfort, cost, ease of assembly, and ease of
use. By implementing both retracting railings and an adjustable mattress, it will be far easier to
assist patients into and out of bed than in some of the other bed designs shown above. We hope
to use durable yet cheap materials in the construction of this project to keep the final cost down.
Depending on the final material selection for this product, the total cost for one of these units
will most likely be significantly more affordable than other full-size safety beds on the market
currently, which will make the bed much more accessible to anyone who may need one.
By making these improvements and implementing these features, we aimed to create a safety
bed that provides greater versatility in a cheaper product without sacrificing safety or comfort.
Although several existing products fitting this consumer base already exist, most are too
expensive for the average customer, and compromise features or appearance.
The Ida IV follows the general design of our concept but omits several key features. For one,
there is no system in place to control the height of the platform. The design does allow for easy
access to the bed, but the patient still needs to be lifted to around waist height. This is often a
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deal breaker for caregivers with older patients, as repetitive lifting of the patient can lead to
long-term injuries for the caregiver. This design offers a doorlike approach to protective
railings, with 2 partitions that open outwards away from the patient. While this system is
convenient and reliable, it can present issues to those with space constraints, as there is no
access to the bed without opening the doors. This design retails for around $6,000, which is
expensive especially considering the absence of a lifting mechanism. The device also has a
weight capacity of 330 lb., raising concern about its use with adult patients.
Safe Surround Plus is a similar design to the previous one but contains a manual lifting
mechanism for movement of the mattress. Although this system is functional, the team feels that
an electric system provides a larger range of movement while increasing convenience. This
product has a maximum height of less than 3 feet, which is slightly below our requirement.
Furthermore, the mattress moves independently of the enclosure, which could become an issue
as the railings do not move. With the mattress at full height, an adult patient would easily be
able to bypass the railings and depart the bed.
Furthermore, the fixed platform presents issues for transporting the patient into bed. The patient
would still need to be lifted slightly to get into bed, putting the caregiver at risk of injury. This
product is currently only available in New Zealand, and pricing was not readily available.
However, the maximum weight capacity is listed to be 330lb, which is consistent with other
products on the market.
The Ida Safety Bed ended up being the closest existing product to that which we proposed. The
mattress elevation is controlled by a system of linear actuators, which raise and lower the entire
enclosure along a metal frame. This provides safe, convenient, and reliable movement of the
device with just the push of a button. Outside of the lifting mechanism, this design differs
slightly from ours. Again, a doorlike approach is taken in regard to protective railings, although
each of the two partitions folds inward to save space. With that said, it still presents a concern
for those limited by space and do not have room to open the hinging mechanism, limiting their
access to the enclosure. Furthermore, we feel that this product’s appearance more closely
resembles a cage than a bed, which is often an issue for both patients and caregivers alike.
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Consumers want a device that makes them feel safe, while still remaining comfortable. Finally,
this product retails for around $8,000, falling far outside of the price range for most caregivers.
Additionally, it has a weight capacity of 330 lb., which is consistent with other products on the
market.

2.5 Key System Level Issues, Options, Tradeoffs, Rationale
Some issues with the overall system level design can be attributed to the design of the bed itself.
First of all, the weight and size of the bed are limiting factors in terms of storage and
transportation: a total weight of more than 250 pounds and an external volume of more than 245
cubic feet make the bed very cumbersome compared to more traditional bed designs. This is a
good tradeoff because the strength that is gained from having the metal construction will be a
larger benefit for the design than the weight and space required are drawbacks.
Another consideration for this project is manufacturability and machinability. Since it requires
several large parts (up to 7’) to be machined, it can be quite difficult to properly manufacture
the necessary components. As such, material selection is an important factor: for example, the
use of wooden 2x4s in the design was largely selected because they could be constructed using
hand tools like drills, rather than requiring precise milling to drill the holes for the linear
actuators and to attach to the external frame.

2.6 Layout of System Level Design with Main Subsystems
This product consists of four main subsystems, that will be referred to as the outer frame, the
inner frame, the lifting system, and the escape prevention system. The outer frame is the
“exoskeleton” of the entire bed and provides a framework off of which to attach the lifting
system, which supports the internal frame, which supports the escape prevention system. This is
done as follows: the wooden 2x4s that make up the bottom side of the outer frame are the
mounting points for the lifting subsystem, which is attached using the actuator brackets and
screwing them into the beams. These actuators provide the lifting strength for the bed and are
located with one in each corner of the bedframe. Each actuator attaches to a corner of the inner
frame at the top using the lifting arms on that inner frame. The escape prevention subsystem
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will be mounted to the internal frame of the bed. This will be done using a combination of
bolts/screws and fabric attachments: the mesh fabric itself will be wrapped around a rod that
will allow it to be slid back and forth, similar to a curtain. The mesh will also have a zipper
sewn onto the head side of the bed that enables it to be sealed shut easily to prevent escape,
while also providing ease of opening the bed in case of emergency.

2.7 Team and Project Management
In the Med Bed team, teammate roles were assigned. There were two categories of role
assignments -- project management roles and subsystem responsibilities. For project
management roles, Michelle Callson is the project manager, Devin Meadows is in charge of all
electrical aspects of the product, Andrew Chen is responsible for CAD modeling and sketching,
and Debby Flores oversees material research and purchasing. For subsystem assignments,
Michelle oversees other teammates and helps when needed, Devin is responsible for the lifting
subsystem, Andrew is in charge of the bed frame, and Debby is assigned to the escape
prevention subsystem.
2.7.1 Project Challenges
The team encountered a great deal of challenges throughout the duration of this project. While
unforeseen complications are always expected with a project, unexpected challenges and
obstacles set the team far behind the original timeline goal.
The first challenge encountered was learning that the initial idea for the bed’s design, drop
down or slide away railings, is illegal in the united states. This forced the team to rethink the
design of the project, and to be more creative in the approach. This is how the team came up
with the idea of using mesh fabric for escape prevention.
Finally, two of the team members had severe medical difficulties this quarter. Both of which
resulted in hospitalization, followed by long recovery times. This set the team behind schedule,
from which it was difficult to catch up.
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2.7.2 Budget
Overall, the team’s budget did not cause great hardship. Santa Clara University granted our
team $2,000. This money allowed us to obtain all necessary materials for the bed, but nothing
more. We pursued companies which were willing to offer a discount on their materials because
we are a university project team. A detailed breakdown of the budget can be found in Appendix
E.
2.7.3 Timeline
Our timeline was initially set with the understanding that unforeseen challenges would likely
arise and set us behind, as is common with all long-term projects. That being said, our timeline
was severely set back by challenges along the way.
The main challenge faced was buying delays, which was further heightened by limited financial
resources. The final frame design was not decided on until late winter quarter, as new issues
were found when considering different safety scenarios. Unfortunately, this design also was
twice the size of our original design and therefore twice as expensive. This meant that the
materials were not bought until early spring quarter, mostly due to our limited budget. The team
had to spend various weeks negotiating with companies and looking into discounts available
before buying anything. The frame is the largest component meaning that purchase was the
largest and needed to be done correctly and carefully. In turn, once the materials were finally
purchased, it was at a point where there were cheaper options and the team had made sure every
piece was correctly sized as there would be no other frame purchases. The late design change
thus led to an unexpectedly long purchasing delay, which in turn hindered our construction
process for all other subsystems. The frame subsystem is what everything else attaches or builds
around, meaning in order to finish anything else, the frame had to be constructed first. The
frame delay therefore caused every other aspect of our project to fall behind as well.
2.7.4 Design Process
When designing this bed, our initial approach consisted of determining what the subsystems of
the project would be, and how to execute the responsibilities of each subsystem. The difficulty
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which came from this approach was determining how to appropriately connect each subsystem
to another.
The team quickly came up with an outer frame design, which seemed sufficient. It was also
known, early on, that our team would be using linear actuators for the lifting mechanism.
Finally, the team knew that the escape prevention system would need to be a soft, yet strong,
material to prevent injury occurrence. The connecting of these three subsystems, however,
completely changed the design of each subsystem, and made our final design look almost
nothing like our initial.

Figure 7. SolidWorks model of initial design for lifting mechanism

In the final design, the outer frame subsystem ended up being almost not connected to the lifting
mechanism and escape prevention subsystems at all. It was known that the outer frame should
act as a type of guide for the lifting of the mattress, but this connection was challenging to
design. The design was not finalized until the end of the winter quarter. The method used to
connect the frame and lifting mechanism subsystems is attaching both to pieces of wood. The
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pieces of wood act as an anchor point for both subsystems, which connects them to one another
safely.
2.7.5 Risks and Mitigations
The greatest risks with this project are all related to safety -- of the builders, operators, and
users.
Safety concerns for the builders were mitigated by standard safety protocols of the Santa Clara
University Mechanical Engineering Machine Shop. Construction of the bed was only worked on
in this location. Each student was required to take MECH 101L before being allowed to work
on the project in this facility. MECH 101L is a course which covers methods of machining and
manufacturing and concludes with a safety exam covering the safety manual of the shop.
Students are required to receive a score of 100% on this exam to pass the course.
The risks assumed by the operator of the bed primarily revolved around electrical safety and the
lifting mechanism interacting with the operator. To mitigate these concerns, all electrical wiring
was to be properly shielded and all high current circuits would be isolated away from both the
operator and the patient. Interaction between the operator and lifting mechanism was to be
limited to a low-current series of buttons that would guide the bed to its desired position.
2.7.6 Team Management
Overall, the Med Bed team worked well together. The first priority was to communicate all
circumstances to the entire team, whether the circumstance be a positive or negative update.
Keeping each team member updated on progress of all categories, through written, reviewable
methods of communication is a necessity.
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Chapter 3: Frame Subsystem
3.1 Introduction to Role and Requirements
The frame subsystem is the first the team decided to design. The main requirements affecting
the design of this subsystem are that the frame must:
● Be large enough to fit a full-sized bed inside
● Be large enough to allow the mattress to elevate 30 inches above the ground
○ When the mattress elevates this high, it must also have approximately 48 inches
of space above it for Alex, in case if he attempts to stand up while the mattress is
elevated
● Be strong enough to withstand pushing and pulling forces from Alex

3.2 Options and tradeoffs
The only option the team had to consider was the material of the frame. The first decision was
between metal and wood. The team chose metal for a variety of reasons. The most important
factor, which essentially made the decision for the team, is that a metal frame will last far longer
than wood. Ideally, this bed would be the only bed a person would need to purchase for
someone, and therefore be a one-time investment which can be used for the rest of his/her life.
Additionally, metal tends to require less upkeep than that of wood. Over time, if wood gets
scratched, broken, etc., the potential for slivers is high, and requires sanding and refinishing the
surface to lower this potential. Metal, on the other hand, can be easily be filed down if any sharp
points are produced later on. Another benefit of using metal instead of wood is that a metal
frame can easily be taken apart and reassembled with the utilization of nuts, bolts, and tapped
holes. With wood, the measures taken to ensure the user may disassemble and reassemble when
necessary are more difficult. One must drill holes and then install hardware with tapped holes to
allow the owner to assemble, disassemble, and later on reassemble the bed. With metal,
however, a tapped hole can typically be added to a part, and where a tapped hole cannot be
placed, a drilled hole can, and then nuts and bolts can be used for assembly
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After deciding to use metal for the frame, the type of metal to be used was the next option to
consider. The team wanted to make sure to use a metal strong enough to withstand the forces
described above. The other strong factors affecting this decision were weight and cost of the
material. Having a bed which is very strong, but very heavy is not ideal. The goal the team set
was to have the final product weigh less than 400 pounds. Furthermore, our budget for the entire
project was $2,000. The combination of desired strength, weight, and cost made the decision
easy. The team decided to use 6061 and 6063 Aluminum for the frame.

3.3 Detailed Design Description
The final design for the bed frame consists of an external frame which acts as an exoskeleton,
and an inner frame that holds the mattress. The two subframes are connected with the lifting
subsystem.
3.3.1 External Frame
The external frame is built using 3”x3”x1.25” 6063 aluminum angles, 0.125”x3” flat bars, a
1”x2” bar, and wooden 2x4s for use as bracing and a mount for the lifting system. The members
are fastened using ¼” hex bolts and corresponding nuts; each vertex is bolted twice to hold the
frame rigidly and approximate a fixed joint. The main box frame is also held rigid by diagonal
cross braces on both sides and the rear of the bed, as shown below.
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Figure 8. External Frame

3.3.2 Mattress Frame
The frame that holds the mattress is comprised of ⅞” square aluminum bars, also made out of
6063 aluminum. These bars are fastened together using brackets and bolts. The mattress frame
uses two parallel bars with shorter bars spaced evenly in between them, with plywood on top to
support the mattress. This frame also uses lifting bars to offset the lifting points of the mattress
by the same height as the linear actuators: this means that the mattress is as low as possible to
the floor when the actuators are in the lowered position.
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Figure 9. Mattress Frame

3.4 Supporting Analyses
These frames were analyzed using SolidWorks, with hand calculations to verify that the models
are accurate. Hand calculations [Appendix A] were performed on the top bar of the external
frame, as well as the vertices of the lifting bars on the mattress frame. Calculations were
performed to determine whether both stress and deflection were inside of safe limits. For stress,
a minimum factor of safety of 2.5 was employed, and for deflection, a maximum of 0.5” was
used, outside of which the frame would need to be reiterated. The hand calculations performed
at these locations showed that both stress and deflection were inside of allowable limits.
The finite element analysis for this frame was performed for several different load conditions.
One of these was the same as the hand calculations, in which a 200-pound weight was
supported from the top bar. Another test case examined the shear stress in the bolts holding the
frame together. The top bar showed a factor of safety of about 5 for loading under normal
conditions, and the bolts showed negligible deflection and stress, with very little chance of
failure.
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Figure 10. Displacement of Top Beam

Figure 11. Stress in Top Beam
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Figure 12. Bolt Stress

3.5 Subsystem Test/Verification Data
While our external frame was not completed in time to perform testing, the procedure for testing
would consist of subjecting the frame to the same loading conditions as solved for in the FEA.
For example, a 200-pound weight would be hung from the center of the top bar, and the vertical
deflection would be measured to verify that it was within safe limits. A lateral force would also
be applied to the external frame in order to determine the shear deflection present in the frame
under load. Finally, the mattress frame would be supported, and a 200-pound load would be
applied centrally and the deflection would be verified. By performing these tests, the load
conditions and deflection conditions could be double checked to make sure the frame would
move minimally under normal or even abnormal use.
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Chapter 4: Lifting Subsystem
4.1 Introduction to Role and Requirements
The lifting subsystem is responsible for elevating the mattress of the bed. The Roundtree family
expressed the desire to have the top of the mattress reach a height of approximately 36 inches
above the floor and go no lower than 15 inches above the floor. They had no preference on
speed of elevation, how the operator would initiate the motion, power source for the motion, or
device used to perform this action.

4.2 Options and tradeoffs
The requested lifting capabilities gave the team significant flexibility in choosing the design
moving forward. In choosing a manually operated system, such as a scissor lift, there is still
physical labor involved in the operation of the bed. As such, the group decided to move towards
an electromechanical system in order to maximize convenience. It was determined that linear
actuators fit the design best as they provide support for the mattress and frame, as well as lifting
and lowering it when required. Once the team decided to pursue linear actuators, the question of
operation needed to be answered. Operation of the actuators could be initiated using switch or
button operated by hand, or a foot pedal. The team decided to implement a momentary rocker
switch to control the actuators, as it provides tactile feedback to the operator and does not allow
for the frame to move without operator input. To power the actuators, batteries were considered
in addition to standard power supplies. After consulting with the family, it was determined that
there was no need for a redundant power supply, so power for the actuators is provided by an
AC to DC power supply running off of a single standard wall outlet.
To operate the actuators in sync, a control system needed to be implemented allowing the user
to control all four actuators with one switch. Implementing a control system also allows
feedback position control of the actuators, so the operator can view the current height on a
digital display if desired.
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4.3 Detailed Design Description
For actuation, the team is using 4 optical feedback actuators from Firgelli Automations [21].
Each actuator uses a 10-pin encoder disk for position control, providing 100 pulses per inch of
stroke to the microcontroller. Actuators were purchased with a load capacity of 200 lb. each,
allowing for a total dynamic force of 800 lb. The system also is capable of holding up to 2000
lb. in static forcing. The actuators also offer internal limit switches to automatically shut off the
motor when the stroke reaches either of its end limits, allowing for the user to operate them
without fear of damaging the motor by accidentally running it past its limit point. In order to
meet the required height specification, actuators with a stroke length of 30 inches were chosen.
A model of the actuator, with shorter stroke length, is shown below:

Figure 13. Linear Actuator Model [21] (Reproduced without permission)

To implement the control system, the team used an Arduino microcontroller. The controller
utilizes pull-up resistors and pulse width modulation (PWM) outputs to interface conveniently
with the actuators and their position encoder. Although most Arduino boards would work in this
situation, the team chose to use a spare Arduino Mega to avoid unnecessary costs.
To power the actuators, a constant draw of 12-20 Amps is needed to provide 12 Volts to each
actuator. In order to provide adequate voltage and current from a standard household outlet, the
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team purchased a 12 V AC to DC power supply. This supply draws 6.5 A of current from a
standard household outlet (120 V) and can supply up to 30 A of consistent current at the 12 V
required by the actuators. Power is supplied directly from the converter to a series of 4 high
current motor drivers, each of which is connected to an actuator. In addition to driving the
actuators, these motor drivers also provide automatic shutdown capabilities in cases of over or
under voltage, as well as extreme temperature situations. A sample wiring diagram for the
control system is as follows:

Figure 14. Sample Wiring Diagram [21] (Reproduced without permission)

4.4 Supporting Analyses
The actuators were chosen based on the expected weight specification for the inner frame and
Alex’s body weight. By providing a lifting capacity of 400 lb., both loads are accounted for and
some head room exists for the weight capacity to possibly increase in the future. At a current
expected weight of roughly 100 lb. per actuator, each driver will pull approximately 2.7 A of
current from the power supply, well within the supply’s limits [Appendix I]. The time to raise
the bed will be dependent on the load applied, but should not vary significantly. At 100 lb. per
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actuator, the rate of extension is approximately 0.33”/s, leading to the full extension of the
platform in approximately 90 seconds [Appendix I].

Chapter 5: Escape Prevention, Safety, and Comfort Subsystem
5.1 Introduction to Role and Requirements
Because the Roundtree family would like to have a crib-like bed for Alex, one required
subsystem must be a mechanism to ensure Alex stays in bed once he is left in bed. As
determined early on in the brainstorming phase, drop-down and slide-away railings on a bed are
illegal in the United States, so the team had to be creative with the system design. The
requirements for this subsystem are quite simple: keep Alex in bed when necessary and be
constructed from a material which will not cause an injury if he hits his head against it. This
chapter must be prefaced by acknowledging that the escape prevention system was not
completed or completely finished in terms of design due to several setbacks over the course of
the year. If this project were continued, this subsystem would be one of the areas of
concentration to finish the project design.

5.2 Options and tradeoffs
The main escape system option for this bed is as described in section 2.6. The general idea of
this system is to create a “curtain” out of a mesh fabric that can be slid open and closed and
zipped up to prevent escape. Since it would be mounted to the internal frame and would move
up and down with the mattress, the only concerns for this system are overall height of the
system and strength of the mesh.
Another possible escape prevention system that was considered was using shutters to wrap
around the side, similar to a slatted garage door on its side. This would make it very easy to
open and close, but has a few drawbacks: for one, it is much more difficult and time-consuming
to build, and since there are many more moving, interacting parts, there is a much higher chance
for parts to break or derail. Finally, since it would rely on solid components rather than a fabric,
it would need some sort of padding to keep Alex safe if he were to bang his head against it.
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The final option that was briefly considered was using hinged doors on drawer slides, which
could open outwards from the center of the bed (head to foot) and then be pushed into the sides
of the bed. This again would be very easy to open and close but shares some drawbacks with the
shutter system: for example, since the doors would be made out of a hard material, they would
require additional padding. Since the doors would retract into the sides of the bed, the overall
external volume of the bed would also need to become larger to compensate. Additionally, since
the bed doors would open outward from the center of the bed, the latching system that would
keep them closed would need to be very strong to withstand a load pushing out on the doors.

5.3 Detailed Design Description
The proposed design of the escape system is as follows: there are two horizontal bars, roughly
1” in diameter, mounted to the internal frame at the top and the bottom. These bars will serve as
the guide for the mesh fabric: the fabric will be folded over and fastened to itself to create two
“tubes” at the top and bottom of the mesh: these tubes would hold the bars and allow the mesh
to slide open and closed. On one end of the mesh, a zipper would be mounted, and attached to
another strip of mesh attached to the side of the wooden paneling on the internal frame. This
means the mesh can slide along the tubes and can be fastened in the closed position with the
zipper. The internal frame paneling and the escape system mesh should reach about 4’ above the
surface of the mattress, which is a sufficient amount of room to ensure that Alex can’t easily
climb out and escape from the bed at night.
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Chapter 6: System Integration, Test, and Results
Our project has changed significantly since the first conceptual drafts of the overall bed were
created. This means that the current expectations of our project are quite different compared to
what we originally wanted the bed to do. For example, our original design also incorporated an
adjustable mattress that could elevate the head and foot of the mattress, which had to be
discarded due to funding and weight concerns. However, some of the specifications for our
design are the same or similar to their values from the end of fall quarter. The following is a list
of specifications compared to their original values, as well as a testing procedure to
experimentally determine the value for that specification. Since our bed has fairly
straightforward specifications, it likely will not be required to perform detailed experiments to
verify its performance, but one is included in the table below.
Table 2. Criteria for testing the bed performance
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The table below represents the percent difference between the expected outcome prior to
testing, and the actual results gathered from testing. As can be seen, the deflection and
dimension values were exactly the same, or relatively close to the expected. The weight was
slightly less, resulting in a percent difference of 27.71%. This is due to not having constructed
the escape prevention subsystem of the bed. Those components, along with the fasteners
needed, would most likely bring the percent difference below 10%. Given more time, the
untested components of the bed would be tested, and most likely result in a percent difference
around 7%.
Table 3. Percent difference between the expected and actual results of bed performance
Evaluation

Expected Outcome

Results

Percent Difference

200

X

X

X

X

30 inches

X

X

350 lb.

253 lb

27.71%

Deflection

.375 inches/ 200 lb.

.346 inches / 200 lb.

7.73%

System Dimensions

59 x 84 x 84 inches

59 x 84 x 84 inches

0.00%

Weight capacity
Time to raise/lower
mattress
Height of mattress
Weight

90 sec/90 lb.
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Chapter 7: Cost Analysis
This project has a budget of $2000 provided by the Office of Undergraduate Programs, $500 for
each team member. Based on early predictions of the budget, this project was estimated to have
only a small remainder of that budget to use as a financial safety net. Since the material costs
were so high, particularly for the metal and the actuators, most of the budget was allocated
towards the frame and the lifting systems.
Table 4. Total budget, cost, and discount for the medical assistance bed
Income
SCU Student Fund

$2000.00

Expenses
Metal

$959.64

Actuators + assembly pieces

$599.96

Fasteners

$42.24

Wood

$86.56

Electrical Components

$286.60

Total

$1975.00

Discounts
Firgelli Automation Discount

$354.62

Alco Iron & Metal Discount

$100.00
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Total with Discounts

$1520.36

Although the team initially hoped to be able to construct multiple prototypes for the product, it
was quickly determined that the project budget only allowed for the manufacturing of one
prototype. As a result, the team worked on an iterating design in which nothing was purchased
or constructed until being completed. This caused delays in starting the construction of the
project, and significantly altered the project timeline over the course of winter and spring
quarter.
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Chapter 8: Business Plan
8.1 Executive Summary
Adjustable Medical Bed was founded in 2018 and is a growing manufacturer of electrical
medical beds. Our principal office is located in Santa Clara, CA. Our produce serves to
minimize labor intensive tasks performed by caregivers as well as ensure the comfort and safety
of patients. Entering into a 3-billion-dollar market with a product cost of under $2,000, the
expected return is large.

8.2 Introduction
8.2.1 Product
An adjustable medical bed that suits the adult needs of immobile special need patients as well as
their caretakers. Built to help lessen labor intensive tasks of the caretaker, back pain is lessened
allowing for recovery. It is a customizable product that prevents escaping during the night and
values safety first. An easy to assemble frame with even simpler instructions for use.
8.2.2 Market
The target audience is caregivers of all types to limited mobility special needs, elderly, and
disabled patients. Product can further be used by occupational therapists and hospital staff.
8.2.3 Personnel
Michelle Callson - product manager
Andrew Chen - frame specialist
Deborah Flores - escape prevention specialist
Devin Meadows - lifting mechanism specialist
8.2.4 Competition
Top competitors in the market include KayserBetten, SleepSafe and Medifab. Their products
are diverse and fit one or two needs, but not all which are asked for by most special needs
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families. Their large product cost also limits their market, as a “typical American family”
cannot afford such large products.

8.3 Goals and Objectives
8.3.1 Mission Statement
To provide cost effective quality medical bed equipment to special need patients and their
caretakers utilizing cost effective and maximized safety methods that lead to a better quality of
life.
8.3.2 Goals
● Reduce labor intensive tasks of caretakers
● Increase safety of patients
● Increase the number of products available
● Affordable to those with limited resources
8.3.3 Objectives
● Build the adjustable medical bed
● Have a working electrical lifting system with simple controls
● Safety precautions in place for malfunctions
● Constructed with less than $2000 of materials

8.4 Product Description
Adjustable Medical Bed is a medical bed with an adjustable height that ranges from ground
level to waist level. It is a user-friendly process only involving a click of a button to the desired
level. To ensure maximum safety, a kill switch is available to prevent any movement in the case
of malfunction. It also has a large escape prevention system that surrounds the frame. This
involves a mesh with a zipper to get inside and out, similar to that of a trampoline. The mesh
height of 45” ensures that the person inside won’t be able to escape during the night, keeping
them safe from harm. There is also safety padding on all walls of the bed to ensure there are no
head injuries during the night. The frame only uses bolts, leading to easy assembly and
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disassembly in the case of moving. The bed is able to handle up to 200 pounds, a weight which
is above most other products available for adult special needs patients.
The unique thing about Adjustable Medical Bed is its customizability. Unlike other beds
available, the frame can be adjusted for any desired mattress height and the escape prevention
can be removed if not needed. These changes do not change the price as the materials involved
can easily be cut shorter or longer. The escape prevention mesh and safety padding can also be
customized specifically for the customer to make a patient feel more at home with their bed and
find it unique just like them. Below you will find the design details of our product.

Table 5. Adjustable Medical Bed product description

8.5 Potential Markets
8.5.1 Current Market
The target market for Adjustable Medical Bed is limited mobility patients with special needs. In
the current market, there are limited products made specifically for special needs patients. The
products that are available are typically only for children, which labels them useless once
quickly outgrown. Those who would benefit from Medical Adjustable Bed are not limited to
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special needs patients. In the current market, those buying similar products are the elderly,
disabled, occupational therapists, and hospital staff. Medical beds are a 3-billion-dollar market,
with an expected 5.7% CAGR from 2019 to 2015 [20].
8.5.2 Getting Started
For initial selling, Adjustable Medical Bed plans to advertise as an in home customizable
electrical medical bed option for special needs patients as the elderly. The United States is
currently experiencing large amount of elderly needs as a result of the baby boomers, making it
the easiest market to sell to as demand is high. At the same time, the customizability will be
advertised at children hospitals and special needs groups. We believe that once a special need
family experiences the benefits of Adjustable Medical Bed, the word will spread quickly around
the community of the cheap yet safe product that suits all their needs. Our product will therefore
be experiencing a growth in three different markets; the elderly, special needs, and hospital
community. The main factor that would ensure our product grows is the low price, ensuring
almost everyone who needs it can afford it regardless of their own limited income.
8.5.3 Customer Communication
To ensure product satisfaction Medical Adjustable Bed will:
● Hold conferences where customers can provide input and suggestions for improvement
○ Product available for demonstrations
● Using social media such as Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Facebook, and LinkedIn
● Providing contact information on the company website

8.6 Competition
There are currently a variety of products available worldwide which meet some of our
customer’s needs, however, none meet all of them. Of these products, there are five main
manufacturers -- KayserBetten, SleepSafe, Pedicraft, Dream on Me, and Medifab. While these
suppliers manufacture safe and useful products, they come at an extremely high price, typically
ranging from $4,500 to $12,000. This prevents an “average American family” from being able
to afford the product. Another prominent issue we aim to fix is the lack of versatility of the
products we have found. These products are aimed to help a parent with an infant to toddler-
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aged child. A product which can help anyone from a toddler to an elderly patient would be
beyond ideal. Below you will find details regarding some of the most popular safety beds.
Table 6. Competition comparison
Product

Ida IV Fixed

Ida Safety Bed with

Professional

Safe Surround

Height Safety Bed

Fully Electric Height

Tall Safety

Plus Bed

with Articulating

and Positional

Beds

Mattress

Adjustment

Manufacturer

KayserBetten

KayserBetten

SleepSafe

Medifab

Price

$5,380

$7,908.20

$5,707.16

$6,400

Inside

79” L x 35” W

78 3/4" L x 35 1/2"

77” L x 51”

79” L x 39” W

W

W

Dimensions
Height Range

22” - 36”

13" - 32 5/8"

24” - 32”

18.5” - 34”

Safety Rail

31.5”

31.5”

21.25” - 31”

43” - 83”

Mattress

Twin XL

Full

Full

Twin

Weight Cap

330 lb

330 lb

350 lb

330 lb.

KayserBetten
● Price range: $5,380 - $17,810
● Strengths:
○ Vast amount of electrical products
○ Available for larger mattress sizes
○ Electrical lifting system from ground level
○ Meets FDA requirements
● Weaknesses
○ Safety railings don’t have padding
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○ Railings too short to prevent escape by climbing
○ Most expensive
SleepSafe
● Price range: $5,707 - $9,274
● Strengths
○ Available for larger mattress sizes
○ Safety padding available
○ Manual lifting system
○ Meets FDA requirements
● Weaknesses
○ Railings too short to prevent escape by climbing
○ Padding extra cost
○ Doesn’t lower enough to not have to lift inside
Medifab
● Price range: $6,400 - $8,210
● Strengths
○ Prevent escape
○ Manually adjustable height
○ Meets FDA requirements
● Weaknesses
○ Above $5000
○ To “cage” like in design
○ No safety padding surrounding the bed

8.7 Marketing Strategies
8.7.1 Growth Strategy
To advertise Medical Adjustable Bed will:
● Establish a company website that contains engaging multimedia content about our
product
○ Would include a page with build-your-own customization
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○ Comparison to current products in market
● Salespeople will network at special needs, manufacturing and healthcare conferences
● Amazon account for better exposure to online market
● As the business grows, advertise in publications and network shows that reach our target
industries
8.7.2 Distribution
To distribute our product, Medical Adjustable Bed will:
● Network with local medical supply stores as well as hospitals
○ IKEA ideal source as well as bed can easily be bolted together and can be sold in
parts
● Set up at a local manufacturer for mass production
○ Assembly line manufacturing to reduce costs
● Establish connection with local delivery services for delivering outside of the state
8.7.3 Manufacturing Plans
The wooden components of the frame, as well as the fasteners, can be found at most retailers at
a low price. The large components of the frame can be cut to size at any aluminum
manufacturing company. The holes that need to be made for the bolts are relatively simple to
make and can be done in an assembly line process at a manufacturing plant. The complete frame
assembling process will be done at a warehouse close to the manufacturing plant. There will be
three workers assembling the frame together. The process for one bed frame should take about
2-3 business days. The escape prevention materials will come from local fabric shops, as well as
foam production lines. The subsystem will be attached depending on the individual customer’s
request by the same assembly crew as the frame. This will add an additional business day to the
construction. The electrical components will also be bought from a local retailer. They will be
put together and coded by an electrical engineer at the same warehouse within 3 business days,
with 1 day for troubleshooting. Working simultaneously with the frame assembly group, the 5th
business day will consist of assembling all the subsystems together. If any unexpected errors
occur, an extra day will be granted for maintenance prevention. Our inventory will consist of
enough materials for 10 beds in the first month of production. The reasoning behind this being
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that the bed is constructed specifically for the customer, and a demand must first be seen before
expanding the workforce. The company is looking at a starting cost of $46,000. This includes
all the materials for the bed as well as the workforce labor to construct. When a demand is clear,
the workforce will be adjusted accordingly. A contract will also be drafted with local businesses
in order to receive discounts on the bulk items needed for constructing.
8.7.4 Product Cost and Price
The cost of the Medical Assistance Bed depends on the customer’s request. The most basic
Medical Assistance Bed comes out to a price of $2,000, while the most expensive is $6,500.
The cost of space, personnel, equipment and overhead comes out to about $46,000. The detailed
price distribution for one month can be seen below.
Table 7. Monthly price distribution
Description

Price

Space

$4,910

Personnel

$16,000

Equipment

$4,000

Materials

$18,000

Overhead

$3,090

Total

$46,000

Compared to the competition mentioned earlier, our price is still the cheapest, especially when
considering the level of customizability available. The closest competitor in price is
KayserBetten with their $5,380 basic bed. The basic Medical Assistance Bed is $3,380 cheaper
than this, while the most expensive, customized bed, is only $1,120 more, an overall better deal.
When compared to the product that most resembles the Medical Assistance Bed, the Medifab
$8,210 bed, our product is still $1,710 cheaper at its highest price.
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8.7.5 Warranties
Owners of Medical Assistance Bed have a free warranty of 10 years with the purchase of our
product. Customers however will perform upkeep themselves with the exception of electrical
malfunction. In the case of unexpected electrical malfunctions or deformation, the bed will be
shipped to the closest manufacturing plant free of cost where they will then receive a free bed if
the issue is found to be a result of regular wear and tear, not improper use. In the case of only
one component needing service, that component can be bought separately at a discounted price.
8.7.6 Financial Plan and Investor’s ROI
Medical Assistance Bed is looking for investors to contribute $46,000 until demand rises in. As
can be seen from the cash diagram below, there is an expected return of $9,000 in the first
month.

Figure 15. Cash flow diagram of Medical Assistance Bed
If demand rises exponentially, the amount needed in investments and loans will increase to a
combined $1,200,000 for a year of production. The $1,200,000 be due in 12 months’ time has a
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present value of $1,080,000 today, if invested at an annual rate of 10%. This would allow for a
larger workplace as well as an increase of hires for faster assembly. By the end of the year, this
will produce a gain of $216,000.
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Chapter 9: Engineering Standards and Realistic Constraints
9.1 Economic impact
The current lack of available products made specifically for adults with mental disabilities
leaves a lot of room for funding. There are both private and public funding opportunities for the
creation of specialty medical beds [4]. Public funding is a slower process with stricter
regulations, but it is the better option for this type of project because of the larger potential
funding and lower interest rates [10] [6]. By keeping interest rates around 5%, more focus can
be put on constructing the product while keeping the price low enough for most families to
afford. The estimated amount for manufacturing one bed is $2000, without having any material
bulk discounts, or assembly line cost reductions. When mass producing the price will therefore
decrease enough to make up for the interest rate that must be repaid. This solves the problem of
taking on loans while not increasing product price dramatically. $2000 is a low price compared
to current products that could be used by families caring for mentally disabled adults. Our
design not only falls in the cheaper category but fits most needs that are neglected by the other
beds, such as the lifting mechanism that can double as a changing table.

9.2 Environmental Impact
Since the construction of our bed uses primarily aluminum as a construction material, with
some wood to serve as a mounting base and a mattress rest, the majority of materials that are
being used for this bed are sustainable and recyclable: the aluminum and steel used in the
project can be melted down, and the wood left over can be repurposed for other projects.
Additionally, no plastic is used in this design other than the electronics system. Since the
electronics system powers electric linear actuators rather than relying on fossil fuels, there are
no emissions, either. To lift the mattress and Alex from the bottom position to the top position
should take about 500 Joules. If it is assumed that the bed is raised once per day, this equates to
182.5 kilojoules per year. Since gasoline has an energy density of roughly 45 MJ/kg [5], this
corresponds to 4 grams of gasoline yearly. This seems like a small amount, but it is an absolute
lower bound: including all real-world inefficiencies, the amount of fuel used would likely be
more in the vicinity of 300-400 grams per year, which produces between 1 and 1.3 kilograms of
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carbon dioxide per year. By using electricity as a power source, we are avoiding those extra
carbon emissions, even if they aren’t large, because every small amount counts. This means that
our design is very close to zero-waste and can be produced with environmental health in mind.

9.3 Sustainability
As well as being environmentally friendly, this design is also sustainable. [8] describes
sustainable design as incorporating minimal non-renewable energy sources and using more
environmentally conscious materials. Aluminum is one such material, as recycling it only takes
5% as much energy as mining and refining aluminum [7]. Additionally, wood is a renewable
resource, and while it is not sustainable to the same degree as aluminum, it is still an
environmentally-conscious material to be using in such a small quantity. If the bed were
produced on a larger scale, the wood base would most likely be changed to a different material
for sustainability reasons. Again, since the bed is powered using the power from a standard US
wall outlet, fossil fuels are not a concern. Taken as a whole, this bed design is very sustainable,
and can very easily be recycled when it is either no longer functional or is no longer needed.
However, since it is also designed for a long working life, repairs or replacement parts are not
anticipated within several years.

9.4 Manufacturability
The construction of the bed is one of the most arduous aspects of this project. This is primarily
because the size of the pieces involved makes it difficult to accurately and conveniently
machine the parts needed to build the frame. Were this bed to go into mass production, it would
be easier to fabricate and assemble due to advantages like frame jigs and assembly lines. Our
estimated fabrication time for this bed is roughly 50 man-hours, but on a large scale, this
number could be cut down as low as 10-15 man-hours.

9.5 Health and Safety
Safety of the patient and caregiver is our main concern in production of the project. All
materials used in construction are non-toxic and will not compromise the safety as they age.
Different safety components including padding and plywood walls are implemented into the
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product to ensure that both the patient and caregiver are safe from all moving or potentially
dangerous parts when operating the product.
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Chapter 10: Conclusion
10.1 Summary
This project was undertaken in the hopes of completely designing and building a safe,
comfortable, and affordable adjustable medical bed that was a viable alternative to more
traditional medical beds. Though the project was not able to be assembled completely on time,
the design was almost entirely completed, and the bed itself was about halfway completed. The
design process for the bed took the majority of two quarters, which consisted of several
iterations of design, and finite element analysis. Construction took place beginning in around
week 4 of Spring quarter due to setbacks in obtaining materials and shop space. Once
construction had begun, progress was fairly quick. The construction process for the bed
included drilling holes for the bolted connections in the external and inner frames, as well as
wiring the linear actuators together and ensuring the code worked. By assembling the different
subsystems in sections, the overall frame could be constructed modularly, which saved time and
project space. These sections were almost completed by the time the shop closed. While this
project went unfinished this year, there is a considerable amount of work that could be
continued in the future.

10.2 Future Uses
The half of materials for the frame subsystem went unused. The manufacturer gave us twice the
material we needed at no extra charge. This unused aluminum can be easily reused for future
senior design projects, or for any projects Don MacCubbin finds suitable. As for the used
aluminum components, they can be saved for a future year if the project is continued, or it can
be reused. Many of the pieces can be cut down and reused if needed. Their large size means
sawing off unwanted ends is simple and would still result in a large amount of usable material.
In the case none of the aluminum is wanted, it can easily be recycled by going to any of the
nearby aluminum recycling plants. The fasteners can also be recycled or used for other projects.
They are a universal size of ¼” thickness and in good condition, guaranteed to last several
years. The wooden sheets that went unused will be used by Don as drilling stoppers. They will
aid in ensuring the tables go untouched by students who use the various power drills at the shop.
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The wooden planks will serve a similar purpose to prevent damage or provide balance to larger
cuts. They can also be easily sawed into smaller pieces in order to serve as guides when using
the vertical band saw. As for the lifting subsystem, the linear actuators and electrical
components can be easily reused by other senior design teams because of their universality.
They can be used in any controls, vibrations, or other related topics that combine them. They
are also not limited to mechanical engineering teams. Interdisciplinary teams or any team with
electrical engineers can find a use for them.

10.3 Lessons Learned
The lessons that were learned during the process of designing and building this bed mostly fall
under the categories of organization, planning, and attention to detail. While many of the factors
contributing to the ultimate inability to finish the project were out of the team’s control (e.g.
illness, scheduling conflicts, waiting for authorization), more organization and planning would
have been beneficial to help keep ahead of the curve. Planning ahead over the previous summer,
for example, or starting construction at the beginning of winter quarter, for example, are two
changes that might have enabled the project’s completion. Additionally, attention to detail was
an important skill to remember, as in a project such as this, where there are many parts that need
to fit together in a certain way to interact properly, any small mistake caused by something like
an addition error can cause a part to be ruined or nonfunctional. Since the material was very
expensive and difficult to obtain, it was desirable to not make any mistakes during the
production of each part, as replacements would be costly and time-consuming.

10.4 Suggestions for Improvement
After the final design was completed, some issues became apparent in manufacturing. While
most of these were mostly minor and could be corrected during the build process, the inner
frame supporting the mattress experienced some rotation at the L joint along the frame’s lifting
bars. Because this joint was secured with a single bolt, it acted as a pin support, and only
prevented motion along the length of the frame. In order to fix the rotation along the width of
the bed, a second bolt should be installed at the joint.
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Appendix A: Calculations
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Appendix B: Product Design Specifications

Project Design Specification
Design Project: Medical Assistance Bed
Team: 8

Date: May 21, 2019

Revision: 3

Datum Description: Medical Assistance Bed Specs

Parameters
Elements/Requirements
Units

Datum

Target Range

lb.

500

200

mattress

sec

30

90

Height of mattress

inch

8-38

4-34

Weight

lb.

350

350 - 375

N/A not yet

.370” (Top bar, 200lb), ~<.5”

Performance
Weight capacity
Time to raise/lower

Deflection

inch

tested

(General)

Retail cost

Dollars

4000

3500

Manufacturing cost

Dollars

2000

2000
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System dimensions

inches

59 x 84 x 84

59 x 84 x 84
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Appendix C: Decision Matrix
Table 1A. Scoring Matrix for Lifting System

Table 2A. Scoring Matrix for Escape Prevention
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** The mattress is adjustable.

***The bed has an adjustable height.

***There is easy maintenance if an issue

** The lowering mechanism is

occurs

button/switch controlled

* The mattress adjusting is done

** Allow there to be easy replacement

electronically, not manually

and maintenance

* The adjustment can be done with a

* The adjustment is done electronically

control/switch

! The switch is portable

! The switch is portable
***The bed is easy to use
***Have safety pads within the rails

** The mattress and height adjustments

** Pads are easily replaced

are easy to use and understand

* Use material easy to find and buy

** The electric components don’t require

! The pads don’t dirty easily and are

intense training to understand

easy to clean

* The bed can be controlled remotely
without requiring a special device

***Retractable safety rails
** Easily removed or retracted

***The bed is a good investment/lasts

** Easy maintenance if broken

a long time

* Easy cleaning

** The bed is affordable to purchase

* Electronic lowering system

** The bed is sturdy enough to
withstand physical abuse

***The bed is reliable

** Any battery/electric usage does not

***There are no safety issues present

create large amounts of financial burden

***The bed withstands large bursts of

* The bed doesn’t require extra amount

sudden movement without weakening

of cleaning

** The bed can still be used in cases of
low/no power
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Appendix D: Timeline
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Appendix E: Budget
Item

Quantity

Unit Price

Total Price

Optical Feedback Linear Actuators

4

$149.99

$599.96

MB1-P Mounting Bracket

4

$8.00

$32.00

Premium Base Mounting Bracket

4

$7.50

$30.00

High Current DC Motor Driver

4

$38.85

$155.40

AC to DC Power Supply

1

$65.00

$65.00

Rocker switch for actuator

1

$4.20

$4.20

Project Discount
6061 Aluminum Structural Angle Equal Leg 3” x

($354.62)
4

$70.00

$280.00

6061 Aluminum Flat Bar ⅛” x 3” @60"

5

$15.64

$78.18

6062 Aluminum Flat Bar ⅛” x 3” @84"

16

$9.40

$150.36

6061 Aluminum Flat Bar 1" x 2" @84"

1

$99.24

$99.24

6061 Aluminum Square Bar 7/8" @ 84"

2

$38.09

$76.18

6062 Aluminum Square Bar 7/8" @ 60"

6

$19.05

$114.27

6063 Aluminum Square Bar 7/8" @ 48"

4

$19.05

$76.18

3” x ¼” @ 84"

City of San Leandro Tax

$85.23

Project Discount

($100.00)
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64 1" hex bolts, 1/4" diameter

1

$14.72

$14.72

64" 1/4" diameter, 1" length

1

$27.52

$27.52

Wood

3

$28.85

$86.56

Total (out of $2000 budget)

$1520.38
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Appendix F: Senior Design Conference Presentation Slides
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Appendix G: Interviews
Interview with Joe Roundtree, Special Needs Parent
Q: Please explain a little about Alex’s special needs.
A: Alex has Down Syndrome and Autism. He cannot walk on his own, speak, use the bathroom,
or eat solid foods. He travels in a wheelchair, uses a few words in American Sign Language,
wears diapers, and is fed through a feeding tube. His ability to walk with some help is rather
new. Alex usually only sleeps for about 4 hours per night and wakes up several times in this
period. He will stay up through the entire night once every 2 months or so.
Q: Approximately how much does Alex weigh?
A: 86 pounds.
Q: How often do you help Alex get in/out of bed?
A: At least 3 times per day.
Q: Have you ever injured yourself helping Alex in/out of bed?
A: Yes.
Q: How many times have you injured yourself in this way?
A: It is a constant injury, really. It always hurts, but sometimes, probably once per year, I hurt it
severely in comparison to the typical, ongoing pains. The severe injuries happen less frequently
in the bed we use now, as they happened roughly twice a year when Alex was in a crib.
Q: How long does it take to recover from such injuries, on average?
A: It usually takes a few months to recover from the severe injuries, because I cannot stop
getting him in and out of bed to rest my back. I must continue to help him through the pain.
Q: What type of bed does Alex currently have?
A: A daybed that has the legs taken off so that he doesn’t hurt himself when he inevitably
climbs out of bed. We have laid yoga mats around the floor so he doesn’t hurt himself when he
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gets out, too. Finally, we placed cushy bumper pads on the sides to protect him from the harder
surfaces.
Q: What is the greatest difficulty experienced when helping Alex in/out of bed?
A: Having to pick Alex up from the floor is just really difficult. I have to bend all the way down
to his level (which is ever so slightly above the floor) to lift him over the railings and into his
bed. When he was in a crib, I still had to bend all the way down to the floor to get him, then
higher up over the railings, and then lower him all the way back down near the floor where his
crib mattress was.
Q: What do you like about Alex’s current bed?
A: The way that it is set up, he will be safe if he gets out of bed on his own. I don’t like him
getting out of his bed, because this wakes me up, but the only beds big enough for him which
prevent him from getting out of bed just look creepy. I don’t feel comfortable putting my kid in
a bed that looks like a cage. His bed looks more warm and inviting. I suppose that the lack of
railings, however, does make it easier to get him in and out of bed.
Q: What do you dislike about Alex’s current bed?
A: It is very easy for him to get out of bed with the current set up. I wish I could have a noncreepy-looking bed that would keep him in it all night but is somehow easier for me to help get
him in and out of it. Also, if the bed had any way for him to potentially climb out in the middle
of the night, it would need to be safe enough so that he doesn’t hurt himself doing so. For
example, when Alex was growing too big for his crib, he was almost tall enough to climb over
its railings and fall onto the floor. With how high this bed was, he could have died from
escaping in this fashion.
Q: Please describe your dream bed for Alex.
A: If there were a bed at just the right height (so he could sit down on his bed as if he were
sitting down on a chair), but it could raise up higher to be used as a changing table, that would
be perfect. He also has a strong tendency to bang his head against the sides of his bed, so a
safety mechanism preventing him from injuries would be helpful, too. Crib-style railings would
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be nice but would need to be retractable so that I do not have to lift him over them. They would
also need to be tall enough to prevent him from climbing up and over them to leave his bed.
Q: Please rank your desired features in order of importance to you.
A: Escape prevention/railings, safety mechanism preventing head injury, height off floor,
customizable mattress height, movement being electronic/button-controlled. Price is a point of
interest to us, as well. But it is more in its own category. It appears that most beds currently on
the market are very expensive, and we are just not willing to dish out a lot of money on this if it
doesn’t do exactly what we need it to do. If a bed were made that fulfilled all of our needs for
Alex, we would do whatever we could to afford whatever price it is.
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Interview with Melinda Lcw, Assists with Elderly Family Daily
Q: Please explain your grandparent’s limitations and/or special needs.
A: My grandfather is diabetic, hypertensive, has LHS heart failure, and stage 4 prostate cancer.
He is, overall, very frail and needs help with most movements.
Q: Approximately how much does he weigh?
A: Somewhere around 200 lbs.
Q: How often do you help him get in and out of bed?
A: I help him in and out of bed at least once per day. This motion, however, is present in more
frequent tasks, such as getting in and out of the car.
Q: How often do your parents help your grandfather in and out of bed?
A: At least twice as much as I do.
Q: Have you or your parents ever injured yourself while assisting your grandfather?
A: Nothing severe enough to seek medical attention. Just little muscle pulls here and there.
Q: What type of bed does your grandfather currently have?
A: Just a typical full-sized bed with a box spring and bed frame.
Q: What is the greatest difficulty you experience when helping him in and out of bed?
A: Trying to lift him onto his bed, since he is a relatively heavy guy with rather weak legs.
Q: What do you dislike about his current bed?
A: The end of his bed has a shelf unit on it, and he has hit his head while getting in and out of
bed several times. Something which is safer there could be very beneficial.
Q: If you could provide a “perfect” bed, tailored to his needs, what would this bed have?
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A: A bed that could switch between flat and upright mattress positions with the push of button
would be incredibly beneficial for him. Also, a bed that could raise higher up and lower down to
make getting in and out of bed easier for him would be cool.
Q: Out of the features you described in your “perfect” bed, what is the order of importance?
A: The ease of use is the most important, so that he can hopefully start getting in and out of his
bed on his own. After that, the various mattress position option, and then the comfort of the
mattress itself.
Q: What price range seems appropriate to you, for the bed you described?
A: I guess something around the same price as a bed at IKEA, if there are no electronic
components. I would guess that the electronic components would raise the price by 200 or so
dollars.
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Interview with Sarah Brimmer, Special Needs Sibling
Q: Please explain a little about your sibling’s special needs
A: My brother has a very unique chromosome translocation defect, which resulted in him
having an extra piece of chromosome 13. He's in his 30s but is cognitively a toddler. He is
nonverbal and has very limited mobility. He can crawl and uses a wheelchair.
Q: Approximately how much does your sibling weigh?
A: About 60lbs. He is very small, but healthy. He isn't very tall either.
Q: How often do you help your sibling get in/out of bed?
A: Occasionally, a few times a month.
Q: How often do your parents help your sibling get in/out of bed?
A: My father helps him in and out of bed 2-3 times a day. My mother usually helps him in and
out of bed twice a day. He likes to spend a lot of free time in bed watching movies, so we need
to lift him in and out of bed multiple times throughout the day.
Q: Have you and/or your parents ever injured yourself helping your sibling in/out of bed?
A: No, luckily.
Q: What type of bed does your sibling currently have? (crib, daybed, typical bed with no special
features, typical bed with additional guard rail, etc.)
A: He has a wooden loft bed right now with drawers underneath. He has had it for most of his
life. We used to have metal/plastic guard rails, but they would become dirty and break easily.
Recently, we had some custom, removable, wooden rails made.
Q: What is the greatest difficulty experienced when helping your sibling in/out of bed?
A: I think the height of the bed is helpful when lifting him out of bed, because we don't have to
bend over. It does make lifting him into bed a little more difficult though. He's not very heavy
but, he seems heavier after carrying him upstairs!
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Q: What do you dislike about your sibling’s current bed? What aspects need improvement to
better suit your family’s needs?
A: I think we really like the bed the way it currently is, actually.
Q: If you could create your dream bed for your sibling, what would it be? Provide as much
detail as you can, based on whatever comes to mind.
A: I don't know if we would change much. I would maybe add some padding to the footboard
because he kicks it sometimes. The height is nice for us (but might not be helpful for everyone
with disabilities) and the wood has allowed it to last decades. The rails are sturdy, removable,
and can be easily repositioned. This makes it easier to change the sheets or lift him from
different parts of the bed.
Q: Based on the answers provided in question 9, please rank the importance of each feature you
would want.
A: Height, removable rails, durability of the frame and rails, padding in some areas.
Q: Approximately what price range do you think is reasonable for a bed which can meet your
family’s needs (mattress included with the bed)?
A: Maybe $500.
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Interview with Brandon Menne, Special Needs Sibling
Q: Please explain a little about your sibling’s special needs
A: My sister has Krabbe disease, also known as globoid cell leukodystrophy. She is unable to
move very much and needs assistance getting in and out of bed, using restroom facilities,
feeding, and grabbing things. She is able to speak though is difficult for some to understand, she
can chew and move enough to operate her wheelchair. She has limited balance and needs to be
propped or braced when seated outside of her wheelchair.
Q: Approximately how much does your sibling weigh?
A: 75-80 lbs.
Q: How often do you help your sibling get in/out of bed?
A: Whenever my parents are both working, are out for a date night, etc. Basically, whenever my
parents are not home, and I am around night/morning time.
Q: How often do your parents help your sibling get in/out of bed?
A: Every morning and night
Q: Have you and/or your parents ever injured yourself helping your sibling in/out of bed?
A: No
Q: What type of bed does your sibling currently have? (crib, daybed, typical bed with no special
features, typical bed with additional guard rail, etc.)
A: Typical bed
Q: What is the greatest difficulty experienced when helping your sibling in/out of bed?
A: My body in a way that generates enough lift underneath hers without hurting her while
lifting her and without hurting myself by lifting in an improper way. Finding the right body
position for her in order to lift properly.
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Q: What do you dislike about your sibling’s current bed? What aspects need improvement to
better suit your family’s needs?
A: I don’t necessarily dislike anything about her bed, but one that would sit up and/or raise up
in order to give the adult a better lifting angle.
Q: If you could create your dream bed for your sibling, what would it be? Provide as much
detail as you can, based on whatever comes to mind.
A: To create a dream bed, I would use a material that is similar to her bed now (foam TempurPedic) yet would have an electronic system that would help to angle or lift the bed similar to the
ones that are in hospitals so that we are able to adjust to fit her comfort yet also be able to lift
the bed and angle it in a way that we are able to lift underneath her body in order to more easily
lift her in and out of bed. Another option to think about would be to have the bed tilt from the
middle to the outside or in one direction in general so that weight could slowly be transferred to
the carrier.
Q: Based on the answers provided in question 9, please rank the importance of each feature you
would want.
A:

1.) Comfort/material
2.) Bed sitting up/angling
3.) Bed height adjustment
4.) Bed Tilt

Q: Approximately what price range do you think is reasonable for a bed which can meet your
family’s needs (mattress included with the bed)?
A: Probably in the $3,000 -$5,000 range though I can see the bed being more expensive
depending on other features.
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Interview with Brianna Hendricks, Registered Nurse in Nursing Home
Q: How long have you been working in healthcare?
A: I've been working in healthcare for a little over 2 years. I work at a long-term care facility.
Basically, there is a transitional care side where the patients don't need as extensive of care but
are there for extra therapy Etc. and the second side is the long term, Where I work. Basically,
like a nursing home
Q: How often do you have to assist patients in and out of bed?
A: I get the residents out of bed at least 7 times per shift. Up for meals and bathroom and help
them lay down after each as well.
Q: Have you ever experienced physical difficulty or injury while assisting a patient in or out of
bed? If so, what happened, and how long did it last?
A: I personally have not experienced injury, but I do know it is common in our field. A lot has
to do with picking the residents feet up off the floor and twisting them from a sitting position to
a laying position while their beds are at the lowest position since it's safer to transfer to the bed
at a low position. We twist them into bed at its lowest so they don't fall from a bed that's higher
up off the ground --happened two 3 of my coworkers. And they were all out of work for over a
month and a half to two months.
Q: Which of the features present in the proposal would make the most difference for you in
your daily work life?
A:
Q: Does your facility already use specialized beds? What features are they missing?
A: The beds we use are standard hospital beds that raise up at the head and knee areas. They
also raise up and down so we can adjust for our back etc. to prevent us from injury.
Q: What is the weight range for patients that need assistance to and from bed?
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A: We have residents ranging from 85-300lbs who all use the same type of bed. Depending on
their body type and if they can bear weight, we will use a sit to stand machine, or a maxi/hoyer
lift to get them out of bed instead of using our own body weight. (As long as the beds can
accommodate those methods of transfer than that would be great!) almost every resident we
serve needs help getting to and from bed. I believe we have 70 residents on both sides
transitional care and long term-that use the same type of hospital bed.
Q: Approximately how long does it take to assist someone in or out of bed?
A: Depending on the machine or cognitive state of the resident it could take between 1-5
minutes.
Q: How much do the beds in your facility cost? Are they available for commercial purchase?
A: If the resident has Medicare or Medicaid, I'm not exactly sure how much the bed costs
because the state helps pay for quite a bit, but as far as private rooms go those are privately paid
for by the family and it's about $1200 a month.
Q: Are the beds in your facility difficult to get patients in or out of?
A: The beds can be difficult to get out of especially if they have safety devices such as air
mattresses or bolsters to prevent the resident from injury of falling the floor. They are not
difficult for most of the residents to get in and out of.
Interview with Iris Yang, Occupational Therapist with children on the Autism Spectrum
Q: Approximately how many patients do you currently work with?
A: 50
Q: Of these patients, how many require help getting in and out of bed?
A: Approximately 10
Q: Do any of your patients’ families speak up about the difficulty which surrounds helping a
patient of yours in/out of bed?
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A: Not much. It is mentioned that the families have to help their children in and out of bed
sometimes, but most of my patients are young, and light enough for the parents to lift.
Q: Do you believe that one bed, with multiple “special features” or “additions” could serve the
needs of patients?
A: I think one bed could maybe offer enough customization and features to accomplish the
needs of many families.
Q: If you answered “yes” to the previous question, please describe what you think this bed
would look like, and what types of features you believe it would have.
A: I think the bed I am imagining for the previous question would elevate to whatever level the
patient needs, have an adjustable position mattress, last for a very long time, function quietly,
and manage to look somewhat similar to a “regular” bed, as opposed to looking like a hospital
bed.
Q: If the bed you described were for sale, how much do you think it would cost?
A: $5,000
Q: If the bed you described were for sale, how much do you think it should cost?
A: $500-1,000. More than a standard bed frame, because this bed would be accomplishing a lot
more, but far less than what beds of this sort currently cost. Beds of this sort cost way too much
today, especially when you consider the fact that the majority of the families who have a
severely disabled child typically live off of one parent’s income, and the second parent is the
caregiver for the child. This means that the family lives off of far less money that a two-income
family, but they require a lot of expensive devices/tools/medications for their child. I would
hope that if the perfect one-fits-all bed hits the market someday, it is actually affordable for the
people who would need it.
Sandy Dorsett, Special Needs Caregiver
Q: Please describe the abilities of the person for whom you provide around the clock care.
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A: Kenny is 60 years old, male, who weighs approximately 160lb. He is nonverbal, can walk
with a walker, and has the mental capacity of that of a 1.5-year-old kid.
Q: Have you had any back injuries or other related injuries as a result of putting a patient into
bed? If yes, how many?
A: I have injured myself helping Kenny, or previous patients, in and out of bed probably 6
times. Nothing too serious, but painful enough to make me take a lot of pain medication and
take a half day or a full day off from work.
Q: Has your patient ever been injured in the process of being put to bed? If so, did it have to do
with the bed?
A: No.
Q: Do you have any ideas of something that could help this process?
A: I have never really just sat down and thought about this type of question. I think, however,
that I just want to see a product that is easy to tailor to a family’s needs. I would say, based on a
patient’s height, every patient has a different “ideal height” of a bed. This height would be
somewhere around the patient’s thigh. The height must be low enough to prevent the patient to
need to hop or jump to sit down on the mattress, but high enough to enable the patient to sit
down with ease.
Q: What is the average weight and age of your patients?
A: I have really worked with patients of all ages and sizes. It would be really hard to come up
with an average.
Q: Is there a certain safety railing design you prefer?
A: Again, this is something which I think completely changes for each patient. With Kenny, for
example, I use side railings similar to that of a hospital bed. These railings are detachable. They
are not strong enough to withstand a lot of weight. I have them on his bed to act as a bumper -if he rolls over in bed and hits them, he immediately rolls away because he knows he needs to.
Other patients, however, may need something stronger to prevent them from leaving bed when
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they are not supposed to. I’ve worked with younger patients who try to get out of bed whenever
they want. In these types of cases, something more similar to a crib would be ideal.
Q: Do you have any concerns about a bed being at a low position when helping the patient get
in and out of bed? What about the bed staying low when the patient is sleeping?
A: I think a bed being really low to the ground is awesome for the patients I’ve encountered
who can’t quite walk/stand up on their own, but they can crawl. These patients are far and few,
but a bed lowering to the ground would be perfect for them.
Q: Would any type of soothing motion (up and down or side to side) be beneficial for your
patients?
A: No, I think of those motions as soothing for young babies, and I don’t really work with
babies.
Q: Is it important to have an adjustable-position mattress?
A: I think that really depends on the patient. If a patient is pretty young, or if a patient is rather
active and not spending much time in bed, I don’t think an adjustable mattress would be
important. For a patient who is much older, and maybe will spend many more hours in their
bed, I believe that an adjustable-position mattress would be more ideal.
Q: How important is the portability of the mattress?
A: I would believe that the portability of the mattress is not of great importance at all. Ideally,
the bed is not going anywhere once it is in the patient’s home. If the patient moves someday,
then I guess it would matter then. Moves happen sometimes, but not frequently enough that I
would place high importance on portability of a mattress when deciding what mattress I want to
purchase.
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Appendix H: Performance Graphs
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Appendix I: Code
#include <elapsedMillis.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>
#define debounceDelay 50 // the debounce time in ms; decrease if quick button presses are
//ignored, increase if you get noise (multiple button clicks //by the code when you only pressed
it detected once)
#define falsepulseDelay 2 // noise pulse time , if too high, ISR will miss pulses.
#define ShftUpCMND 3 // This is momentary switch Input3
#define ShftDWnCMND 4 // This is momentary switch Input3
#define ManAutoCMND 7 // This is momentary switch Input3
#define Zero 10000
elapsedMillis timeelapsed ;
unsigned int waitInterval ;
Bounce debouncerUP = Bounce(); // Instantiate a Bounce object for UP switch Bounce
Bounce debouncerDWn = Bounce(); // Instantiate another Bounce object for Down switch
Bounce debouncerManAuto = Bounce(); // Instantiate a Bounce object for ManAuto switch
unsigned long now;
unsigned long lastPulsecame;
volatile long lastDebounceTime = 0; // the last time the interrupt was triggered
volatile unsigned int Pulse_Counter = Zero; // counter for the number of pulses
volatile unsigned int previousPulse_Counter = 0; // counter for the number of pulses
volatile unsigned int Counter_diff = 0; // counter for the number of pulses difference
volatile unsigned int lastPulse;
unsigned int ValueA0;
// define motor drive pins Extend and Retract for actuator
volatile char FwdRev = 'S' ;
int RPWM_Output1 = 9; // Arduino PWM output pin 5; connect to IBT-2 pin 1 (RPWM)
int LPWM_Output1 = 10; // Arduino PWM output pin 6; connect to IBT-2 pin 2 (LPWM)
int act_PWM = 255; // define speed value, 255 is full speed
int act_MidPWM = 200; // speed when in midband
int act_LoPWM = 150; // speed when in low band
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unsigned long start, finished; float elapsed, act_sp;
const int OPTICAL_Pin = 2; // the pin that the optical sensor o/p
const int set_potA0=A0; // Position set pot input pin
int set_potValueA0 = 0; // variable to hold pot value
int pulse_timeout = 500;
int strokeCount;
boolean this_buttonState; // variable for reading the pushbutton status
boolean timed;
boolean state = LOW;
boolean printonce = HIGH;
boolean quitLoop = LOW;
boolean timeelapsedFired;
int samplesize = 5;
int sampleInterval = 10; // time between samples in ms.
// ------------------------------------------Routine to get average value of input pot
float getSensorAverageValue ( int sensorPin, int numberOfSamples, long timeGap)
{
static int currentSample; // current sensor sample.
static float currentValue; // current sensor value.
// current value works as a sum counter.
currentValue = 0;
// get sensor samples with delay and calculate the sum.
for (int i = 0; i < numberOfSamples; i++) {
// get sensor sample.
currentSample = analogRead(sensorPin);
// add sample to the sum counter.
currentValue += currentSample;
// delay some time for the next sample.
delay(timeGap);
}
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// get the average sensor value (ignore the fraction).
return (currentValue / numberOfSamples);
}
// -----------------------------------ISR ----------------------------------------------------- -void count_ISR() {
// This function is called by the interrupt
if ((millis() - lastDebounceTime) > falsepulseDelay) { //if current time minus the last trigger
time is greater than the delay (pulse) time, pulse is valid.
lastDebounceTime = millis();
}
//received valid pulse
if ( FwdRev == 'E') {
Pulse_Counter++;
}
if ( FwdRev == 'R') {
Pulse_Counter--;
}
}
// End of ISR
// -------------------------------time delay---------------void timeDelay( unsigned int waitInterval) {
while (timeelapsed < (waitInterval) ) {
//Serial.println("looping in delay");
//Serial.println(timeelapsed);
//Serial.println(waitInterval);
//timeelapsed = 0; //reset waiting back to zero
}
} // End of time delay
void limit_check() {
quitLoop = HIGH;
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//Pulse_Counter = 0;
// reset waiting back to zero
while (quitLoop == HIGH) { // check if actuator has reached fully extend or retract, ie no
pulses for 500ms
previousPulse_Counter = Pulse_Counter;
timeelapsed = 0;
timeDelay(pulse_timeout);
if ( FwdRev == 'E') {
Counter_diff = Pulse_Counter - previousPulse_Counter;
} else {
Counter_diff = previousPulse_Counter - Pulse_Counter ;
}
if (Counter_diff <= 0) {
driveActuator( 1 , 'S', act_PWM ); // Stop actuator
quitLoop=LOW;
}
}
Serial.print(" \n Reached End Limit");
}
//------------routine to drive actuator. Inputs are Actuator number and mode : S:off, E:Extend,
R:Retract
// Sets one relay ON and the other OFF to extend or retract the actuator, If both relays OFF,
actuator Stops
void driveActuator( int chosenActuator , char mode , int speed_PWM ) {
int relayFWD = 9;
int relayREV = 10;
int fdrive = 0;
int rdrive = 0;
switch (chosenActuator) {
case 1:
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relayFWD = 9;
relayREV = 10; break;
case 2:
// for future use
//relayFWD=5;
//relayREV=6;
break;
}
switch (mode) {
case 'S': fdrive = 0; rdrive = 0; break;
case 'E':
fdrive = 0; rdrive = speed_PWM; break;
case 'R': fdrive = speed_PWM; rdrive = 0;
break;
}
analogWrite(relayFWD, fdrive);
analogWrite(relayREV, rdrive);
}
// ---- EO Actuator Drive
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
// connect AREF to 3.3V and use that as VCC, less noisy!
analogReference(EXTERNAL);
const int OPTICAL_Pin = A0; //the pin that the optical sensor o/p
pinMode(RPWM_Output1, OUTPUT); //define motor drive ouput pins
pinMode(LPWM_Output1, OUTPUT); //define motor drive ouput pins
pinMode(OPTICAL_Pin, INPUT_PULLUP); // initialize the Optical Sensor pin as a input:
attachInterrupt(0, count_ISR, RISING); // optical sensor output to Arduino pin2 interrupt
pinMode(ShftUpCMND, INPUT_PULLUP); //define inputs for control and attach to Bounce
routine
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debouncerUP.attach( ShftUpCMND );
debouncerUP.interval(debounceDelay); // interval in ms
pinMode(ShftDWnCMND, INPUT_PULLUP); //define inputs for control and attach to Bounce
routine
debouncerDWn.attach( ShftDWnCMND );
debouncerDWn.interval(debounceDelay); // interval in ms
pinMode(ManAutoCMND, INPUT_PULLUP); //define inputs for control and attach to Bounce
routine
debouncerManAuto.attach( ManAutoCMND );
debouncerManAuto.interval(debounceDelay); // interval in ms
pinMode(set_potA0, INPUT);
// Retract fully actuator
Pulse_Counter = Zero;
FwdRev = 'R';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev , act_PWM );
Serial.print("\n First retract & delay");
limit_check(); // if reached end-limit send stop to actuator
// Extend fully actuator
Pulse_Counter = Zero;
FwdRev = 'E';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM );
Serial.print("\n Started Extend ");
limit_check();
Serial.print(" \n Extend Pulse Counter = ");
Serial.print(Pulse_Counter);
strokeCount = Pulse_Counter;
// Retract fully actuator
FwdRev = 'R';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM );
Serial.print("\n Second retract & wait ");
limit_check();
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Serial.print(" \n Retract Pulse Counter = ");
Serial.print(Pulse_Counter);
timeDelay(5000); // wait 5 seonds
} // End of setup
void loop() {
//--------------------------------------main Routine -----------------------------debouncerUP.update();
debouncerDWn.update();
debouncerManAuto.update();
if (printonce == HIGH) {
Serial.print("\n looping in main"); Serial.print(" \n Pulse Counter = ");
Serial.print(Pulse_Counter); /// Pulse counter equals the retract counter number
printonce = LOW;
}
Serial.println(" loop ...... ");
this_buttonState = debouncerUP.read() ; // check if UP is pressed: i.e. has gone LOW
while (this_buttonState == LOW ) { // Drive actuator to extend //Serial.print(" \n Up Button
pressed ");
//Pulse_Counter = 0;
FwdRev = 'E';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM ); //Serial.print("\n Started Extend "); //Serial.print(" \n
Extend Pulse Counter = ");
Serial.println(Pulse_Counter);
debouncerUP.update();
this_buttonState = debouncerUP.read() ; // check if UP is pressed: i.e. has gone LOW
}
this_buttonState = debouncerDWn.read() ; // check if DWn is pressed: i.e. has gone LOW
while (this_buttonState == LOW ) { // Drive actuator to extend //Serial.print(" \n Down Button
pressed ");
//Pulse_Counter = 0;
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FwdRev = 'R';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM );
//Serial.print("\n Started Extend ");
//Serial.print(" \n Extend Pulse Counter = "); Serial.println(Pulse_Counter);
debouncerDWn.update();
this_buttonState = debouncerDWn.read() ; // check if Down is pressed: i.e. has gone LOW
}
//limit_check();
// Read potentiometer to get set position // sensor value is in the range 0 to 1023
this_buttonState = debouncerManAuto.read() ; // check if ManAuto is pressed: i.e. has gone
LOW, i.e Auto
while (this_buttonState == LOW ) { // Set position based on pot //do {
set_potValueA0 = getSensorAverageValue(set_potA0, samplesize, sampleInterval);
ValueA0 = map (set_potValueA0, 0, 1024, Zero, strokeCount);
if (Pulse_Counter < (ValueA0 - 10)) {
act_PWM = 255;
FwdRev = 'E';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM ); timeDelay(100);
}
else if (Pulse_Counter < (ValueA0 - 5)) {
act_PWM = act_MidPWM;
FwdRev = 'E';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM ); timeDelay(100);
}
else if (Pulse_Counter < (ValueA0 - 2)) {
act_PWM = act_LoPWM;
FwdRev = 'E';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM ); timeDelay(100);
}
else if (Pulse_Counter < (ValueA0 - 1)) {
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act_PWM = act_LoPWM;
FwdRev = 'S';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM ); timeDelay(100);
}
if (Pulse_Counter > (ValueA0 + 10)) {
act_PWM = 255;
FwdRev = 'R';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM ); timeDelay(100);
}
else if (Pulse_Counter > (ValueA0 + 5)) {
act_PWM = act_MidPWM;
FwdRev = 'R';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM ); timeDelay(100);
}
else if (Pulse_Counter > (ValueA0 + 2)) {
act_PWM = act_LoPWM;
FwdRev = 'R';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM );
timeDelay(100);
}
else if (Pulse_Counter > (ValueA0 + 1)) {
act_PWM = act_LoPWM;
FwdRev = 'S';
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM ); timeDelay(100);
}
Serial.print( "\n Desired Position= ");
Serial.print(ValueA0);
Serial.print( "\n Current Position= ");
Serial.print(Pulse_Counter);
debouncerManAuto.update();
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this_buttonState = debouncerManAuto.read() ; // check if ManAuto is pressed: i.e. has gone
LOW, i.e Auto
}
FwdRev = 'S';
act_PWM = 255;
driveActuator( 1 , FwdRev, act_PWM ); timeDelay(100);
} //end Void Loop
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Appendix J: Detailed Drawings and Assembly Drawings
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